ABSTRACT . Ex periment s s ugges t that there is no smoo t h shape mi n im iz ing t he hydro dyn a m ica l d rag sin ce t h is las t is palpably red uced by ti ny longi t ud ina l gro oves ca lled ribJets . He re, a n ac cura t e a p proxima t io n o f t he d ra g gen erated by riblets in a la minar flow is given . It s hows th a t, for la m inar flows , t here is no palpa ble d ra g red uction; hen ce effects of riblets ar c s pecific to turbulen t flows , for which t he d rag a nalysis rema ins all ope n p ro ble m .
Introduction
Is there u shape minimizing the hydrodynarnical drag, the volume being pre scribed (wit.hout this prescription the minimal shape is a single point)? If such a shape exists, is it smooth?
For t he similar problem of minimizing the energy of an electric condenser, 1.1. Daniljuk [D] gave positive answers in two space dimensio ns.
For t he drag , an swers are unknown. Recent experiments and numerical simuia tiuns, see [ST] for a plentiful bibliography, show that tiny (less than 0.01 mm high) grooves parallel to the flow called ribJets reduce the drag up to 5 %. Hence, it is possible t hat the drag may always be reduced by increasing the number of grooves and by reducing t heir size . Another possibility is that there exist optima] grooves an d therefor e an op t im al shape which is not smooth.
It is the reason why we study (section 3) the influence of riblets on a longitudinal flow. Such a flow is gove rn ed by Laplace equation in the transverse two dimensional section , We give (theorem 1) an accura te a pp roximat ion of the drag, up to an erro r decreas ing exponentia lly with t he size £ of asperities. It shows that there is no palpable drag reduction, at. most c e.
This do es not contradict the quoted experi ments since the observed Bow is not the longitudi nal one (Navier-Stokes eq ua t ions may have multiple solutions for large velocities). The obs erved drag reduction should be related to the ronlinearity of Navier-Stokes eq uation; indeed the longitudinal flows cancel the nonlinear term (u . 'i7)u . In order to recover the obs erved d rag reduction, the observed solution should be characterized (in the set of all solutions) and its dependence on riblets should be est imat ed . 
II

Xl
Riblrls
Drag of a periodic plate. We consider a viscous fluid occupying an infinite horizontal domain bounded by two plates, a plane one P and a rugose oue n whic h is moving in a parallel direction to t ht' first one with a constant velocity g.
In coordinatr-s linked with tile second one, the domain is 0: { :r E :l
The velocity tL (Ul' U2, U3) and the pressure p satisfy the stationnary NavierSt okes eq uat ions
where v > 0 and 9 = (9 f , 0) are const ant , The plate n, or more precisely its profil e r is periodic with respr-ct to Xl with period £1 and it does not depend on :r. "
We denote S ,-)0, £1( x )0 , l:2( for an arbitrary l:2 > O. Then, 0 is generated by translations of the bounded domain
which is bounded by the plates parts
and by the (fictitious) lateral boundary L = 8S x (0,(;).
Tho hydrodynamic drag of the part R of the rugo se plate, th at i:-t.I ll' drag p er period, equals
Periodic grooves. The plate R is supposed to be covered by longitudinal grooves, that is ,l.',TOOVCS parallel to the velocity g, of small size e, which are period ically distributed. One denotes U E , PI' and T e the corresponding unknowns, 0 e the domain and R£ its upper boundary (F, Land S do not vary with c).
In order to fix ideas, we choose a velocity 9 = (0, 'Y, 0) and a profile given by (3) £3 > 0 being fixed and 1] being periodic with respect to XI with period £1' Then, a particular solut.ion of Navier-Stokes equa tions (1) is
;atisfks the Laplace «quation in the bidimensional section that is : (4) Indeed, the nonlinear term (u< . \7)u c cancels.
The drag is To = V£2 r l\7v<1 2 .
in;
We intend to calculate T E with the best precision, either by a polynomial ex pansion
or by another kind of approximation. \Ve are also looking for non oscillating ap proximations of the flow
Such an approx.imation is obtained at any point such that :1:3 < £3, which ensures that X lies in 0. , for all small enough c .
We give (theorem 1) approximations up to an error smaller than c exp ( -cd c: ) and (corollary 2) polynomial expans ions at any order for the laminar flows, which are governed by the two dimensional Laplace equation.
Remark Wall laws. These approximations allow to replace a wall covered by riblets by a smooth one with con venien tl y modified coefficients (v, 9 or (3) ' Such wall Luus are crucial for numerical computation wh en the height of riblcts is small with rospect to the domain and to the mesh .
Periodicity (proportionally to c) plays a crucial part in proofs, at the time when it is missing in practical proble ms. In the expectation of resul ts for a gen eral geometry, the present ones allow to provide empiric laws depending on local characteristics of the flow.
Turbulence models. They do not allow to analyse riblets since they describe a mean flow which is, by nature, valid far from the boun dary and at large scale. O n the contrary, effects of turbulence are pal pable at Kolmogorov scale (tbo smallest one) as it is shown by direct numerical simulation [CK] of the d rag red uct ion which suggests that the smallest vor tex cannot spread out on t he boundary because of their friction inside the riblets, 
is the one related to this Bow.
This theorem give's the following-polynomial expansion at any order. The correcting term Be is given in n~ by
.6.,,,, =0 ,
We will prove that this residue satisfies, in the whole set n: , Now, we give some results which will be used to prove Theorem 1. At first, the existence of a solu t ion 'l/J of (6) in the unbounded domain A' is easily proved by pass ing to the limit, as m ~ 00, OIl the solution in A' r: {z:j > Tn} which vanishes for Z3 = m. By the maximum principle, it satisfies (11) Ano t her step in the proof of Theorem 1 is the "localization" of the drag, that is its expression in terms of v .: far from the oscillating boundary.
Then,
One has In-\7' 1 :. . \7(V e -h) = 0 since 6.v e = 0 and 'U e -h = 0 on R; :) P·. Therefore, si.n~ ah/an = 0 on ao e , T ·~ V e2 f l'VveI2=vl2 f \7v e .\7h =-v l 2 f 'U e 6.h . 0 In.
~. ~;
PROOF or THEOREM 1. The correcting term ()€ being defined by (8), we have (.3 since the right band side satisfies Laplace equ ation (4) . Indeed, il is a sum of harmonic and periodic functions, and it satisfies the boundary conditions since
BelL- =0. BeI R ; = 1 + c{3 " Due to the choice (7) of {3, one has 
which gives the announced bound on 1 8°B! I.
It remains to prove the results on T . By Lemma 3 and (12), one has 
t))
The lemma follows since, Z3 being fixed, the uue dimensional Sobolev's theorem gives
